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“The rain was driving in sideways as the train tickets were 
stuffed into the Carradice.  This was going to be new territory, 
this was going to be epic.  Two men, two steeds, one ambition: 
to ride from the north coast of Devon to the south coast in a 
day.  It would be a mixture of tarmac, gravel, blood, sweat, and 
cider.

A southward journey by train would link new world to historic 
industry, and would reveal a new beauty around them.  No 
more the urban jungle. A heavily modified Ford Fiesta in a car 
park in Bridgwater, two men holding hands under a bridge in 
Tiverton; the smell of the slurry tank edging its way through the 
lanes. This was a world away.

Assisted with Pumpkin coffee, and some average porridge in a 
pot the extent of the task that lay ahead became daunting.
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The cock-eyed stare of a wizened old man; a young child 
smoking; the old lady’s trolley wheel over a cleated shoe – all 
signs that North Devon was about to share some of its well kept 
secrets.  Newly constructed bridges juxtaposed cast iron ones, 
as urban cycle paths gave way to the Tarka Trail. The sound of 
the old goods wagons on rail had long since subsided, now it 
was the sound of poorly maintained drivetrains that echoed 
through the landscape.
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The South Westerly wind blew straight into their faces, as the 
riders hunkered over the bars. Birds of prey swooped around 
their heads, looking for mid-morning prey.  The ribbon of 
tarmac that had hugged the coastline had turned to gravel, and 
the puncture demons joined the ride. The Great God of 
Adventure was watching….

A then he struck. With a sharp crack the chain was gone.

Loose links bounced like raindrops, expletives ushered forth 
like a jet wash. Surely the Tarka Trail couldn’t claim the same 
victim twice in only 1 kilometre?
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And in a short throw of a lever, the dream was shattered. That 
beautifully crafted element of Japanese engineering decided it 
was time to be free.  Time to launch itself with gay abandon 
into the loving arms of the rear wheel.  An all-to-brief union 
was torn apart as quickly as it was made, and then there was 
stillness. A stillness that no amount of mutlitool wielding could 
take away, but one that was shattered with wise words uttered to 
the God of Adventure.
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The adventure was over. Fate has cruelly taken away the 
ambition, drive and joie de vivre that had filled the day. North 
Devon had proven to be a cruel mistress, but she came nowhere 
close to the Hitler on Exeter station – for he had special levels 
of stubbornness. The power that had been bestowed upon him 
by the one that sits First in the land of Great Western decided 
that from that point forth, no man shall head homeward with 
pre-booked tickets.
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